
 

Mind Fusion by João Miranda Magic

Lynx Magic brings you Mind Fusion, an extraordinary tool specially designed for
magicians and mentalists, that allows different and versatile illusions only limited
by the imagination of the user.

Mind Fusion enables you to know when and which object is picked by the
spectator from any table or surface, an unprepared cup or glass, a bag or even
from the floor!

One example is to have 5 different objects on the table. While the magician is
turned away each spectator picks one of the objects, then the magician correctly
name which spectator grabbed each one, without coming even close to the
spectators.

Also Mind Fusion makes the classic "which hand" effect better than ever due to
the cutting edge technology used in the illusion, and up to 10 meters away. Mind
fusion comes complete with a custom made case, 5 tags, a LCD super small
receiver, a charger, and instructions.

(Special thanks to Cristopher Taylor from Taylor Imagineering, who was the first
person to use motion sensors applied in magic)

FAQ:

1 - How long is the range on Mind Fusion? 10 meters.

2 - How long do the batteries last? The tags in standby mode last for 5 months,
and in constant use last for 12 hours. The receiver battery lasts for 24 hours if
use constantly.

3 - How long does it take to charge the tags and receiver? One hour only!

4 - How do the tags turn on? Do they have a on/off switch? No! if you place
the tag inside of a walnut for example you don't want to be constantly opening it.
For that reason the tags only turn on with two long shakes of your arm.

5 - Can I define the name of the tags? Sure! Besides the tag vibrating, you also
have a LCD, so you can read the name of the object picked in one second, by
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glimpsing at the screen.

6 - How do I know if the batteries of the tags are working 100%? Easy! In the
receiver there is a menu called "Batteries". Once you go there if the message
"Low batt" appears in front one of the name of the tags, that means you must
charge, even thought you can still perform with them for an hour.
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